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Quadrilateral
What an interesting word
But strangely simple

Kombucha: not good
Good for liver but tastes bad
And has many clumps

French people eat snails
Ultra-super disgusting
What about slime?

Haikus... what’s the point
I don’t get it. They sound good
But they still don’t rhyme

Garage sales are fun
You get to get lots of junk
Or sell lots of junk

Why must I learn French?
The feeling is mutual
We hate each other

What's a limerick?
I don’t know and I don’t care
I just make haikus

Caziques is a word
A dude used it for scrabble
He got lots of points

McLaren Senna
That is a really fast car
I wish I had one

Wireless headphones
Why do I write about them?
I really don’t know
Macadamia  
Those Macs’ are really nutty  
And exotic  

Qwertyuiop  
Top letters on a keyboard  
My topics are weird  

I choose weird topics  
Call the psychiatrist please  
It is desperate  

The dictionary  
That is one really big book  
Now let’s thank Webster  

Titanic was sad  
A whole lot of people died  
Thanks, dum-dum captain  

Liver biopsy  
Then watch a lot of movies  
Then be bored at home  

My day simplified  
Then put into a haiku  
Pretty boring day  

Salads with croutons  
Not like the salads I eat  
Ours is just lettuce  

You want great music?  
Beethoven’s fifth symphony  
You got great music  

Strawberries are good  
Making me miss the summer  
The days of no school  

Bacon is quite good  
All fatty and unhealthy  
But still very good
Oranges are good
They are the color orange
They make nice juice, too